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Abstract
We study algorithmic questions concerning a basic microeconomic congestion game in which there is a single provider that
offers a service to a set of potential customers. Each customer has a particular demand of service and the behavior of
the customers is determined by utility functions that are nonincreasing in the congestion. Customers decide whether to join
or leave the service based on the experienced congestion and
the offered prices. Following standard game theory, we assume
each customer behaves in the most rational way. If the prices of
service are fixed, then such a customer behavior leads to a pure,
not necessarily unique Nash equilibrium among the customers.
In order to evaluate marketing strategies, the service provider
is interested in estimating its revenue under the best and worst
customer equilibria. We study the complexity of this problem
under different models of information available to the provider.





We first consider the classical model in which the provider
has perfect knowledge of the behavior of all customers.
We present a complete characterization of the complexity
of computing optimal pricing strategies and of computing
best and worst equilibria. Basically, we show that most of
these problems are inapproximable in the worst case but
admit an “average-case FPAS.” Our average case analysis
covers general distributions for customer demands and
utility thresholds. We generalize our analysis to robust
equilibria in which players change their strategies only
when this promises a significant utility improvement.
We extend our analysis to a more realistic model in which
the provider has incomplete information. Following the
game theoretic framework of Bayesian games introduced
by Harsanyi, we assume that the provider is aware of probability distributions describing the behavior of the customers and aims at estimating its expected revenue under
best and worst equilibria. Somewhat counterintuitive, we
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obtain an FPRAS for the equilibria problem in the model
with imperfect information although the problem with perfect information is inapproximable under the worst case
measures. In particular, the worst case complexity of the
considered stochastic equilibria problems increases with
the precision of the available knowledge.
1 Introduction
We investigate computational aspects of a classical economic
game in a market in which a single provider offers a service
to a set of potential customers. We consider a selfish provider
whose goal is to maximize its revenue. Each customer is assumed to have a particular demand of service and the quality
of service decreases with the congestion, i.e., the sum of the
served demands. We consider a model in which the customers
do not cooperate with each other and the customer behavior is
determined by utility functions. The utility functions are assumed to be non-increasing in the congestion and they specify
whether a customer joins or leaves the service based on the offered prices and the experienced congestion. If all prices are
fixed then such a customers behavior leads to an equilibrium
among the customers, commonly known as a Nash equilibrium.
Therefore, from the perspective of the provider it is important
to understand the behavior of the customers in Nash equilibria. In general, the provider may be interested in many possible
scenarios. For example, if she is optimistic then she might aim
at setting up prices such that the revenue under the best customer equilibria is maximized. A more pessimistic provider
could be interested in maximizing the profit under worst equilibria or minimizing the gap between best and worst equilibria
to minimize economic risk.
The model. In this paper we consider the following game
that corresponds to the scenario described above. Suppose a
provider wants to sell an on-line service to a set of potential
customers. Every customer is assumed to have a demand of
service  . For the time being let us assume that the provider
committed to a particular price vector. Let  denote the price
offered to customer   !"$# . Furthermore, let
%  denote an indicator variable that is  if customer joins
the service and & otherwise. Then, the profit (revenue) of the
provider is defined as '  ( %  . Due to congestion effects, the
quality of service is assumed to be non-increasing with the load,
which is the allocated demand '   %  . Therefore, the utility
of a customer is a non-increasing function of the load. For
)*  , let + -,/.$021435.$0 denote the utility function of

Milchtaich [21, 22]. In a so-called unweighted crowding
(congestion) game, every player has a player-specific payoff
function that depends on the strategy he plays and on the
number of players that choose the same strategy. In a weighted
crowding (congestion) game each player has a weight  ,
and the payoff function of a player depends on the sum of
the weights of all players choosing the same strategy. In this
terminology, our game is a weighted congestion game with
player-specific payoff functions in which each player has two
strategies. Milchtaich [21] shows that such games always admit
pure Nash equilibria, i.e., there exists a vector % * &  #
(usually many such vectors) that fulfills the maximality and the
threshold constraints defined above.
1.1 Summary of new results The main theme of this paper
is to understand the complexity of determining three important
properties of the game described above: what is the best
%  &
%
( +  '
pricing scheme for the provider, which customers will join the
%  
%
 +  '
service in customer best/worst Nash equilibria, and what is the
%   &#
provider’s profit in best/worst Nash equilibria.
More specifically, the equilibria defined by these con- Basic model. We begin with the classical model in which
straints are called pure equilibria. If we relax the integrality the provider has perfect knowledge about the behavior of all
and assume %    &  ! then we obtain so-called mixed equilib- customers. We provide a complete characterization of the
complexity of computing best and worst equilibria, and of
ria. In this study, we will focus on pure equilibria.
Assuming that the prices are fixed, we can simplify the computing optimal pricing strategies in this model.
description of pure customer equilibria as follows. Since + 
 We give an FPAS2 to compute revenue maximizing prices
are non-increasing functions, we can define (utility) thresholds 1
assuming that the provider can offer an individual price to
  +  4 ,    , and obtain
every customer independent of the customers demand.
%   &
%
(1.1)
 '

 Individual pricing is often considered unrealistic. Eco%   
%
(1.2)

'
nomic literature usually assumes that prices are functions

customer mapping a load value to the maximum price that the
customer is willing to pay for a service under this load. In this
% 1 ( in case he
way, the payoff of a customer is +  '
%
joins the service (i.e.    ), and is zero otherwise.
We assume a classical game theoretic setting in which a
customer is willing to join the service if the payoff is nonnegative, and he refuses the service otherwise. If the payoff
is zero then the customer is ambivalent. An allocation of
customers in which it is impossible for any single customer
to improve his payoff is called a customer Nash equilibrium.
In this paper we investigate two critical properties of customer
Nash equilibria: which customers join the service and what is
the profit obtained by the provider.
Let us observe that the region of allocations in an equilibrium is described by the following constraints:
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(1.3)

  
  

Condition (1.1) is called a maximality constraint and (1.2) – a
threshold constraint. Observe, that the problem of maximizing
'    %  subject to the constraints above (the best equilibria
problem) generalizes the maximum knapsack problem. The
only difference is that in the knapsack problem all utility
thresholds  are identical. Of course, in the typical knapsack
formulation the maximality constraint is not specified explicitly
as it is fulfilled implicitly by profit maximization. However,
if customers have different thresholds then the maximality
constraint is crucial. The problem of minimizing '  ( % 
subject to (1.1)-(1.3), is called the worst equilibria problem.
Congestion games. Assuming fixed prices, our game is called
a congestion game in the literature. This class of games
has been introduced by Rosenthal [27] and since then studied
extensively (see, e.g., [14, 21, 22, 23, 31]). In Rosenthal’s
model players choose a subset of available facilities, and each
facility has an associated utility function. A payoff to a
player from a facility is a function depending on the number
of all players that choose this facility. Rosenthal shows that
there always exists a pure strategy Nash equilibrium in his
model. A model that is closer to our has been studied by
1 If





function
is not strictly decreasing, we extend the definition of
the natural, obvious way.
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of the demands. Under this assumption, we show the existence of a pseudopolynomial time algorithm.



We show that the pseudopolynomial time algorithm cannot be transformed into an FPAS. In fact, we prove that
even under uniform pricing functions (i.e., prices are equal
to demands) the problem is inapproximable3. Even for flat
rate pricing (i.e., fixed price, same for all customers) the
best possible approximation ratio is
.

   

In addition, we study more robust equilibria concepts that
avoid thrashing effects. We show that even under these robust
equilibria, most of the considered problems remain inapproximable. Only some special, somewhat restrictive cases, e.g.,
if all customers have the same utility threshold, admit efficient
approximation algorithms.
Average case analysis. Despite the pseudopolynomial algorithm, most of the problems are inapproximable under the worst
case measures. In economic literature one typically does not
consider the worst case scenarios (which almost never appear
2 FPAS or FPTAS stands for a fully polynomial time approximation scheme.
FPRAS means a fully polynomial time randomized approximation scheme.
3 Throughout this paper, the term “inapproximable” means that for any
, the considered problem cannot
polynomial time computable function
in polynomial time, unless
.
be approximated within a factor of

 %!&# "!$#

')(+* '

in real life applications) but rather makes some stochastic assumptions about the input. Therefore, we turn our attention to
average case analysis and our goal is to consider input distributions that are as general as possible.
The pseudopolynomial algorithms for the equilibria problems are based on a reduction to the interval knapsack problem, i.e., the standard 0/1 knapsack problem with an additional
lower bound on the weight of knapsack packing. This problem cannot be approximated in its general form as setting the
interval length to some small number allows to decide the  hard subset-sum problem based on approximate solutions for
the interval knapsack problem. We can prove, however, that
there is an adaptive approximation scheme whose running time
depends linearly on the reciprocal of the length of the interval.
This adaptive algorithm is the basis for our average case analysis of the equilibria problem.
In our average case analysis, we consider a very general
model, where the demands and utility thresholds may have
arbitrary, continuous probability distributions4 with bounded
mean and density. Different demands and different thresholds
can have different distributions. Our main contribution here
is the design and analysis of an approximation scheme whose
expected running time depends on the maximum density and
the maximum expectation over all probability distributions. To
give a simple example of the performance of this scheme, if
all demands are uniformly sampled from  &  and all utility
thresholds are sampled from  & " , then we obtain an “averagecase FPAS.” Observe, that under such a distribution, the ratio
between the smallest and largest input numbers is only polynomial. This, however, by no means implies that the pseudopolynomial time algorithm can be used to obtain an approximate
solution. The crucial property to obtain the average-case FPAS
is that there are no small intervals in the interval knapsack problem to which we reduce the equilibria problems.
Models with incomplete information. Finally, following economic literature, we turn our attention to a more realistic model
in which the provider has incomplete information about the
customer behavior. Following the game theoretic framework
of Harsanyi [12, 13], we assume that the provider is aware of
probability distributions describing the customer behavior and
aims at estimating its expected revenue under best and worst
equilibria. On a first view, this Bayesian variant of the equilibria problem might seem even harder than the problem under
perfect information. However, we can prove the existence of
an FPRAS (fully polynomial time randomized approximation
scheme) under some mild assumptions about the imperfect information. (Notice that the running time bound does not refer
to the random input anymore but to the coin flips made by the
algorithm.) In principle, our analysis covers general probability distributions with bounded domain. If the distributions are
“well dispersing” then we achieve polynomial running time.
The more “concentrated” the distributions are, the larger the
running time becomes. Thus, somewhat surprisingly, the complexity of the equilibria problems increases with the precision

of the available knowledge.
1.2 Previous and related work Previous work in (economic) game theory that considered the same or similar to our
models has already been discussed in the introduction under
“congestion games.” From the computational viewpoint there
are results on the complexity of computing equilibria in a parallel link game [6, 7], in normal form games and Bayesian games
[3] (see also the references therein). These papers mostly prove
that computing equilibria with some properties is hard. Complexity of equilibria in a market exchange game was studied in
[4, 5]. For example, Feldmann et al. [7] have given an FPAS
for computing the best equilibria in a simple parallel link game.
We now briefly discuss some previous work on algorithmic
aspects of games with incomplete information. A classical
model of auction design is given a seller who wants to sell
a single (or multiple) item(s) to potential customers. Each
customer has a private valuation of the item. The seller only
knows a probability distribution over possible values of the
valuations and her goal is to design a strategy (auction) of
which customer gets the item and for what price in order
to maximize her expected revenue. This simple model does
not consider congestion issues. Ronen [25] has given a  approximate auction in this model. These results also hold in a
Bayesian context. No deterministic polynomial time auction
from a natural class of auctions can do better than a  approximation, see Ronen and Saberi [26].
Several studies, e.g., [1, 2, 10], deal with average case
analysis for the knapsack problem. In contrast to our work,
these studies assume that profits are independent of the weights
(i.e., demands in our terminology5), and they study exact algorithms. In our analysis, profits are functions of weights. In this
case, one cannot hope to get exact algorithms, which is related
to breaking so-called knapsack crypto-systems whose hardness
is based on the hardness of random subset-sum instances (i.e.,
knapsack with profits equal to weights) [15].
In the stochastic knapsack problem there are given items
with random weights with associated profits and the knapsack
capacity. The objective is to find a knapsack packing that
maximizes the expected profit or maximizes the profit under
an additionally given overflow probability. Kleinberg et al.
 -approximation algorithm for general
[16] have given a
independent distributions. Goel and Indyk [9] improve on
this result by giving approximation schemes for particular
distributions, e.g., exponential or Bernoulli. Translating our
result into this setting, we do not compute a particular knapsack
packing but the expected profit of optimal knapsack packings.
Other differences are that we assume that profits depend on
weights (demands), and we consider harder problems which
in contrast to the standard knapsack cannot be approximated
within any factor if the weights are adversarial.
More detailed references especially to the related work in
economics and game theory were either discussed before in the
introduction or will appear further in the text.
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our results can easily be generalized to discrete distributions as well.

our considerations related to knapsacks we will rather use the term
weight instead of demand.

Outline. Sections 2 through 7 describe our results in more
detail, and Section 8 contains the most interesting proofs.
2 An FPAS for individual pricing
We first consider the simplest (but also the least realistic)
model in which the provider can offer an individual price
to every customer. Prices need not depend on the demand
of the customer, that is, the provider is allowed to use an
arbitrary price vector      . Under such assumptions,
the maximality constraint in the description of the customer
equilibria can be avoided by assigning very high prices to
those customers that are unwanted. As a consequence, for the
optimal individual price vector there is only one equilibria and
the provider does not have to distinguish between the best
and

worst equilibria.
We
assume
that
the
utility
functions
are
+



known and +
as well as + 
can be evaluated in constant
time. In such a model we can provide a strong algorithmic
result whose proof is omitted in this extended abstract.











T HEOREM 2.1. Under individual pricing there is a price vector that maximizes the provider’s profit and uniquely determines
the behavior of each customer. Furthermore, there is an FPAS
for approximating such an optimal price vector and for approximating the optimal equilibrium.

T HEOREM 3.1. There is a pseudopolynomial time algorithm
for computing the best (worst) customer equilibria for any
given price vector.
This algorithm is based on a similarity of the equilibria
problem and the knapsack problem. In fact, we reduce the equilibria problem to a variant of the knapsack problem that we call
interval knapsack, and we then show that the pseudopolynomial time algorithm for knapsack also works for the interval
knapsack problem. This theorem is proved in Section 8.2.
The theorem has immediate consequences for the calculation of optimal pricing schemes for best or worst customer
equilibria. For example, consider block pricing with a constant
number of pricing plans. There is only a pseudopolynomial
number of ways to choose a constant number of different piecewise linear functions. Thus, all block pricing schemes can be
checked in pseudopolynomial time to determine the best one.
4 Inapproximability of equilibria and of pricing
Having a pseudopolynomial time algorithm for a problem, it
is often possible to transform it into an FPAS. Unfortunately,
this does not work for computing best and worst equilibria. We
show that these problems are essentially inapproximable, even
under uniform pricing, which basically means that prices are
equal to demands. The proof of Theorem 4.1 can be found in
Section 8.1.

Individual pricing, however, is usually considered to be unrealistic for an on-line service provider. Most studies in ecoT HEOREM 4.1. The best and worst customer equilibria probnomics deal with pricing schemes, where prices are monotone
lems are inapproximable under uniform pricing.
functions of the demand, see, e.g., [11, 18, 24, 28, 29, 30].
This negative result implies that not only the best (worst)
3 Pseudopolynomial algorithms for more realistic pricing equilibria problem for an arbitrary uniform pricing function is
Economic literature focuses mostly on the following classes inapproximable but so is the problem of computing best (worst)
of pricing schemes: uniform pricing: a function of the form equilibria problem when the optimal uniform pricing function

  , with  & and being the demand of a customer; is given. To see this, suppose the input of the uniform pricing
  " . A
and demands
linear pricing: 
with  &   & ; block problem are integers   !
 



uniform
pricing
is
a
pricing
function

 for some
pricing:  is a positive, piece-wise linear function; and flat rate:

&
+
.
Let
the
utility
functions
be
of
the
form
 %  
some constant function. In the context of an on-line service
%
 and 0 otherwise. Then, the optimal uniform pricing
provider, block pricing seems to be the most relevant pricing if
scheme
is
4   for all    . An approximation of the
scheme. In practice, customers are offered a small collection of
revenue
that
can be obtained by these prices under best (worst)
so-called pricing plans (i.e., linear price functions) from which
equilibria,
however,
gives also an approximation of the value of
each customer can choose the best offer w.r.t. his demand.
the
underlying
best
(worst) equilibria itself and, hence, is not
Previous work in economics (see, e.g., [11, 17, 18, 20, 24,
possible.
28, 29, 30]) focuses mostly on explicit analytical descriptions of
equilibria. With this knowledge, pricing schemes are then com- C OROLLARY 4.1. The best and worst customer equilibria
puted basically by enumerating all possible pricing schemes problems are inapproximable even when the optimal uniform
from a given class of pricing schemes. However, the computapricing function is given.
tion of the equilibria values of our congestion game is NP-hard
and hence does not have such a closed form representation.
Still, this inapproximability result leaves a hope that one
Consequently, the provider needs more advanced algorithmic might manage to compute the optimal pricing function without
solutions in order to compute the value of worst and best equi- being able to approximate the revenue it yields. In fact, in
libria. In fact, we can prove that there is a pseudo-polynomial the above example the computation of the best pricing scheme
time algorithm for computing best and worst customer equi- itself was trivial. The following theorem, whose proof is
libria under arbitrary price vectors. Recall that prices trans- omitted, shows that not only computing the optimal revenue but
late into thresholds, that is, the input consists of the thresholds also computing the prices that lead to this revenue is difficult by
  ! , demands   , and prices      . All itself. We restrict our attention to the simplest possible pricing
these values are assumed to be positive integers.
scheme: flat rates and the best equilibria problem.



 



 















 



 



 

T HEOREM 4.2. For a flat rate   & , let  be the profit of
 
the best equilibria under this flat rate. Let   
.

A flat rate   & with 
cannot be calculated in
  
polynomial time, unless 
 .

 



5 (In)Approximability of robust equilibria
All inapproximability results above rely on a very careful and
adversarial choice of the utility thresholds s.t. even a slight
change of thresholds leads to thrashing effects. This raises the
questions of how the complexity of the problem will change
if we consider more “robust” equilibria. It is very reasonable
to assume that customers move to a different strategy only if
this promises a significant improvement in the congestion. This
leads to  -robust equilibria defined as follows. For some   & ,

%  &
%  
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6 Adaptive algorithms and average case analysis
We continue our analysis of the interval knapsack problem.
In its general form the interval knapsack problem cannot be
approximated because any algorithm that for arbitrarily small
interval length approximates profits in polynomial time could
be used to decide subset-sum instances. If the specified interval
is large, however, then there is no direct relation to the hardness
of subset-sum. In fact, we can give an approximation algorithm
for interval knapsack whose running time adapts to the length
of the interval. The proof of the next theorem is in Section 8.3.





  &  , there is an  1 T HEOREM 6.1. For any
approximation algorithm for the interval knapsack problem
with interval boundaries ! and " having running time
819 47:6 ;4 <.< , where >=@? A BC  4 .
$# ) &%(' .-/10 #325
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This result is a key to our average case analysis of the
equilibrium problem for general probability distributions. We
consider the scenario in which demands and thresholds have
What are the effects of such a relaxation on the approxima- independent continuous probability distributions with density
bility of the equilibria problems? It turns out that the problems function D  and E  and distribution functions F$ and G  ( 
basically remain inapproximable even under robust equilibria.   ), respectively. Prices are assumed to be a function of the
Only some special, somewhat artificial cases in which all cus- demands. We assume that the pricing function is non-negative,
tomers have the same threshold become approximable now.
non-decreasing and concave. This is a very natural assumption

, best and worst  -robust since rational customers can always achieve concave pricing
T HEOREM 5.1. For any &

functions by splitting their demands. For this reason, basically
equilibria are inapproximable (even under uniform pricing).
all pricing schemes considered in the economic literature (see
  

T HEOREM 5.2. If
then the worst  - Section 3) are concave. Furthermore, we assume that the
robust equilibria problem admits an FPAS if   & and is pricing function can be evaluated in constant time.
inapproximable if   & (assuming arbitrary choices of prices
The running time of any efficient average case algorithm
and demands).
for the equilibrium problem must depend on the input probability distributions. Otherwise, one could bypass the inapThe proof of Theorem 5.1 (omitted here) can be seen
proximability results presented in the previous sections by enas a “robust” variant of the proof of Theorem 4.1. The
coding worst case instances into distributions with very high
proof of Theorem 5.2 relies on an analysis of the min-max
density. In fact, the running of our algorithm increases with
knapsack problem, i.e., the problem of packing a knapsack with
the maximum density of the underlying probability distribuminimum profit such that the weight is maximal, i.e., no item
tions. Let H denote the maximum density over all distribucan be added to the knapsack without exceeding its capacity.
tions, i.e., H I& &JLKNMO1P Q RD  % SE  % # . Let T be the
We give a complete characterization of the complexity of this
maximum expectation over all these distributions, that is, T 
problem that might be of independent interest. Before it was
  RUQ V % D  % SW % (UXQ V % E  % YW % # . The proof of the next reonly known that the min max knapsack problem is  -hard
sult can be found in Section 8.4.
[19]. Despite the similarity of the min-max knapsack problem
to the standard knapsack problem, we prove that the min- T HEOREM 6.2. Assume that the pricing function is a nonmax knapsack problem is inapproximable although the latter negative, non-decreasing, and concave function of demands,
problem admits an FPAS. More precisely our results are the and H and T are as defined above. For any /  &  ! , there is an
following.
 1 -approximation algorithm for the best (worst) equilibria

%    &  #







 





 

   

problem with expected running time poly

T HEOREM 5.3. Consider the min-max knapsack problem.



   (H T  .

The term ZR[ can be seen as a measure of the amount of
randomness available. (Observe that one can always scale the
distributions so that T   ; this scaling does not change the
value of H T .) If all input variables have identical uniform
(b) The  -robust min-max knapsack problem (
& ) defined distribution then H T   , which is the smallest possible
%     %   &
by   '
 %  '
value. Next, suppose an adversary specifies possibly different
%
 '
  1  # admits an FPAS with running Gaussian distributions (conditioned on positive values) for
time poly     .
the utility thresholds and demands. Then T (by definition)
(a) If weights and profits are arbitrary then the problem is
inapproximable. If weights and profits are equal then the
problem admits an FPAS.

 
 


   
  





 






  

corresponds to the maximum expectation of any of these values
and H 
 , with  denoting the minimum standard
deviation over[ all these distributions. Thus the running time
is poly     . Hence, the more dispersed the distributions
are, the smaller the running time is.
We notice that these results are not directly related to the
average case analysis of the knapsack problem in [1, 2, 10]. For
details, see our discussion in Section 1.2.
7 Algorithms for imperfect information
Let us briefly summarize the results discussed so far. On one
hand, our analyses show complete inapproximability for the
worst case instances. On the other hand, we have a very general
average case analysis that yields efficient algorithms for various
input distributions. In this section, we show that the latter result
is the key to obtain efficient algorithms for estimating equilibria
with imperfect information.
We follow the framework of Harsanyi [12, 13], who described an elegant model to study games in which the players
have incomplete information. The so-called Harsanyi transformation, one of the ideas for which he was awarded the Nobel Prize together with Nash and Selten, converts games with
incomplete information into games with complete but imperfect information. Harsanyi considers players who have different utilities as being of different types. He proposed that such
games be modeled by having Nature move first and choose each
player type according to a probability distribution. Players initially know only their own type and the distributions for the
other players, but not the outcome of the random choices by
Nature. The players aim at maximizing the expected payoff.
The Harsanyi framework in our setting means that there
is only one player that needs to compute its strategy based
on imperfect information. Indeed, in realistic scenarios it is
reasonable to assume that the provider does not know exactly
how the customers will behave under a given price vector. In
contrast, customers can be assumed to converge to a Nash
equilibrium by best response strategies without knowing other
players utilities (this follows from [21, 22]). If prices are fixed,
then the customer behavior is determined by demands and
utility thresholds; these parameters define the Harsanyi types.
The online provider does not know the types of the customers
but she knows probability distributions on these types. In order
to maximize her expected profit, she is interested in estimating
the expected revenue under best and worst equilibria.
Somewhat counter-intuitively, we prove that, if the information available to the provider is not too “precise,” then the
stochastic equilibria problems obtained by the Harsanyi transformation have smaller worst case complexity than their deterministic counterparts. Let the demands and utility thresholds
have independent continuous probability distributions with distribution functions F$ and G  (    ), respectively. Prices are
defined by a non-negative, non-decreasing, concave function of
the demands. We need some further technical assumptions:
(1) there exists 
(2) Pr  

, 

 

such that F$ 



 

 .

 

and G



 

 

The first assumption means that the domain of the probability
distributions of the demands and utility thresholds are bounded.
This property holds for uniform distributions. For other distributions, one might need to cut the tails at some position where
the probability becomes negligibly small. The second assumption is mild and seems natural as well. It says that the market

for the offered service is non-empty with probability at least .
Now, to obtain an estimation of a random variable, we sample from the distribution and use the adaptive algorithm from
Theorem 6.2 to calculate the value of the best (worst) equilibria.
Applying assumptions (1) and (2) in a Hoeffding bound,
yields

that, for every  L  & , one needs only
#   -C/ 0 # <3<
samples to get a 
-approximation of the expected revenue
with probability at least  1  . Now, the key argument is that
sampling generates average case but not worst case instances.
This way, we obtain an efficient randomized approximation algorithm with running time poly   (H T  -C/ 0
.
R
Z
[
In this scenario, the term
should not be interpreted as an
indicator of how much randomization is available, but rather H T
should be interpreted as a measure for the degree of precision
of the information available to the provider. If H T is constant
then the provider essentially knows nothing. Full knowledge
corresponds to H T  . If the degree of precision is bounded
by a polynomial, e.g., if all variables have possibly different
uniform distributions, each of which covering a polynomial
fraction of the domain  &   , then we obtain an FPRAS (fully
polynomial time randomized approximation scheme).











 



  

T HEOREM 7.1. Suppose assumptions (1) and (2) are satisfied
and T H is bounded polynomially. Then there is an FPRAS for
the best (worst) equilibria problem with imperfect information.
Observe, that by standard techniques we can achieve deterministic polynomial time instead of time bounds that only hold on
expectation. Then, only the approximation guarantee depends
on the random coin flips made by the algorithm.
8 Algorithms and proofs

8.1 Inapproximability We prove here Theorem 4.1. Assume uniform pricing with      . We show, that for every
choice of   . 0 there exist demands  and utility functions +  such that the value of the maximum (minimum) profit
customer equilibria cannot be approximated. Instead of utility
functions + we directly specify thresholds  . The + ’s can
then be chosen accordingly to satisfy   +    .
We use a reduction from an  -hard subset-sum problem
[8]. Given a set    # , & !  and some number
  , decide whether    "$# with '  ! 
 . W.l.o.g., we assume that all   ’s are even (otherwise we
multiply all ! ’s and  by 2.)
Maximization: Consider the following max profit customer
equilibria problem with profit equal to demand. There are
regular customers   " and two special customers: a
“large” customer ! and a “giant” customer G . The demands
, and
and thresholds are given in Table 1. The parameters  and E can
be chosen to satisfy  
"! E with   '
  .



  



$# # 

We use customer G as an indicator for deciding the subset-sum
problem. If there exists a solution  to the subset-sum problem,
then % (as given in Table 1) is a feasible solution to the best
equilibria problem with load E
 . If there is no solution
 , then no feasible equilibrium % can contain customer G .
First notice, that there is no feasible solution containing both
customers ! and G , because their cumulative demand is
strictly larger than the threshold of G . Now assume some
solution % contains G but not ! . Since the demand of the
regular customers cannot sum up to exactly  and moreover
all  ’s are even, % has load at most E
 1  , which violates
the maximality condition of customer ! . Hence any feasible
equilibrium excludes G and has load at most 
 . Since E and
therefore also E
 can be chosen arbitrarily large,
  
any approximation algorithm for the best equilibria problem
can be used to decide the subset-sum problem.
%
customer demands thresholds
%   iff  
   !"
  
  E 

knapsack problems.

 

Proof. Let us recall the formulation of the equilibria problem: our goal is to maximize (minimize) '    %  under con
straints (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3). A solution % with load
'   %  is feasible iff the following two conditions hold for
  1  then
all 
: (i) Maximality condition: if
% $  , and (ii) Threshold condition: if   then %   & .
The Maximality and Threshold conditions partition the
non-negative numbers for each customer into 3 disjoint intervals:  &   1     1 "   and    . Any feasible solution % with load
must satisfy either %    , or %    &  # ,
%
or   & , depending on the interval
falls into. We overlay these intervals for all customers to partition  &   into
up to 
 so-called elementary intervals (each additional
customer can divide at most 2 existing elementary intervals).
Note that elementary intervals can consist of just one number and they can be opened or closed on both sides indepen%  
dently. Each elementary interval  partitions the customers into
G
  E
  E 
three sets: IN      * &  $1
 #  FREE     
!
   1  %*  &

*
*
  1     # OUT         # .
Table 1: Best equilibria instance and solution % .
If the load of a solution in equilibrium falls into the
elementary interval  then no customer in OUT  has joined the
Minimization: We construct a worst equilibria instance with service, all customers in IN must have joined the service, and
regular customers   " with demands   ! and there are no restrictions for customers in FREE  . Therefore, we
thresholds   . There is only one special customer with partition the solution space for the equilibria problem according
demand E and threshold  5E 1  . If there exists a solution  to to the load of potential solutions. For each elementary interval
the subset-sum problem, then there is a solution % to the worst  we solve the following interval knapsack problem:
equilibria problem with load  . If there is no such solution
4 %  s.t.
 % 
  
 , then any solution % containing only regular customers has & C





  IN
FREE
FREE
load at most  1  , violating the maximality constraint of
%    &  #
customer G . Thus any feasible solution must contain the
special customer and has load at least E . Since E and also E  
can be chosen arbitrarily large, any approximation algorithm The optimal solution to the equilibria problem is the maximum
 solutions of the corresponding
for the worst equilibria problem can be used to decide the (minimum) over all 
interval
knapsack
problems.
For elementary intervals that are
subset-sum problem.
open we can use the corresponding closed interval, because at
8.2 Reduction to the interval knapsack problem In this an open end the restriction of a variable having value & or 
section we present a reduction from the customer equilib- ends and the variable becomes free. Therefore the solution
ria problems to the interval knapsack problem. It will stays feasible for the equilibria problem. The first and the
serve as the basis to solve the equilibria problem in pseudo- last of the elementary intervals are trivial intervals, since they
polynomial time and to approximate it. We define the inter- correspond to the complete and empty knapsack, which can be
val knapsack problem to be the standard 0/1 knapsack problem tested separately.



 

 













 

 



 

with an additional lower bound for the weight of knapsacks:
 4 '  ( %   !
'   % 
"  %    &   # # . (A
knapsack is feasible if its weight '  
 %  falls into the interval  ! ("/ .) The minimization version asks for the minimum
profit knapsack. Notice, that the interval knapsack problem is
inherently inapproximable, because for !  " it requires to
decide the subset-sum problem. On the other hand, the problem can be solved in pseudopolynomial time
'    by
a straightforward adaptation of the well known dynamic programming approach for the standard knapsack problem. Thus,
the following lemma directly implies Theorem 3.1.

 



  

L EMMA 8.1. A solution to the best (worst) customer equilibria
problem can be obtained by solving at most  1  interval





8.3 Adaptive algorithms for the interval knapsack problem In this section, we present an algorithm for the interval
knapsack problem that adapts to the length of the specified interval. Its running time increases linearly with the reciprocal of
the interval. In particular, we prove Theorem 6.1.
We begin with the algorithmic ideas. We use a two
phase approach. In each phase, we solve a relaxed interval
knapsack problem. The solution to the first problem might
miss solutions close to the right boundary " , and the solution
to the second problem might miss solutions close to the left
boundary ! . The union of both solutions will cover all feasible
solutions. The two relaxed problems are solved following the
standard dynamic programming algorithm with one additional

nice trick: we expand the dynamic programming table by one
dimension used to represent an additional vector of artificial
profits corresponding to rounded weights. The original weights
allow us to strictly enforce one of the two constraints while the
rounded weights (= additional profits) enable us to take care
also for the other constraint.
In more detail, we divide the interval    ! L"  equally
into two parts  and  . Rounding the weights virtually shifts
knapsack packings along the weight dimension. In phase 1,
we round up, shifting packings from  to the right, while in
phase 2 we round down. When calculating with sufficient
accuracy, packings from  will not be shifted beyond " ,
and packings from   will not be shifted beyond ! . Thus,
the required accuracy depends on the ratio "  " 1 ! . Let
  !
"   . Let Opt  denote the value of an optimal

solution to the interval knapsack problem with interval     .
An approximate solution to interval knapsack can be found by
solving the following two relaxed subproblems:















Compute solution 
 1
Opt  .
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Compute solution 
 1
Opt  .
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Rounding weights to multiples of F introduces an absolute er" 1 !  
ror strictly less than F . Setting F , 
en" 1 !  . Therefore, 
 !   
sures F
    ! ("  .  The other scaling factor is defined by G 
  , where is chosen sufficiently large. Following a
"  
dynamic programming approach, we compute the 
values for all evaluation points:
   "$# in dimension 1,
  F  1F   "  FRF # in dimension 2, and  
 G  &G  !  &G G # in dimension 3, of the three dimensional table. Now, define
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 -approximation that we are looking for.
 is the  1
so that




   then we increase the accuracy by decreasing
If  
the value of by a factor of  until we find a solution  with
  
       . The maximum number of iterations that we


 1 Opt*  ' . We focus on the
Clearly,  4      #
first subproblem, the other one can be solved
analogously. Let
 ,
  F F and  $,     G G , for all    , denote
rounded weights and profits, respectively, where the values of
F and G will be set momentarily. For any     , define

 '   and    '     . Let  "   denote
the largest weight among all knapsack packings *  with


and  
  . The following formula
gives a

recursive definition for all non-trivial values of 
.

 



     



optimal profit in  !/  , i.e.,  yields profit Opt  . Then,
we conclude that         #    , for * some set 
with weight in  !/L"  and  
  .
The size of the dynamic programming table is


needs to be chosen
 " &F &G 
# ) 1%Y'  < .
' 3*N,
sufficiently large so that all solutions are covered. W.l.o.g.,
 . Then choosing 
assume
 Opt*  is sufficient.

 

Furthermore, if the computed solution  satisfies
 1
then  
Opt  , which follows analogously to
*
the calculation for the approximation factor of the standard
knapsack problem. The problem that remains to be solved is

how to determine the right choice for . We do this in form of

a binary search. We start by setting ,   '    . If we do not
find any feasible solution then we immediately stop and return
Opt 
 & . Otherwise, we find a solution  whose profit
 
  * is maximal among all computed solutions. If  
then

9 4 :6 ; 4 <.< . Thus the overall running
# -/10 #+2 8 

need to execute is



time is # ) &%L'  -/10 #.2 819 47:6 ; 4 <3< . This proves Theorem 6.1.
' +*,
For the average case analysis in the next section, we need
=
=@? A
and
this result in a slightly different form. Let
denote the maximum and minimum weight, respectively. If
profits are defined
non-negative, concave
9!#"
8 9!#" by a non-decreasing,
function then 8 9: ; %$ 9: ; . This yields the following.
$

C OROLLARY 8.1. Suppose profits in the interval knapsack
problem are defined by a non-negative, non-decreasing, concave function of weights. Then the algorithm above solves the
9!#"
interval knapsack problem in time # ) &%(' 3-/10 # $ 9: ; <.< .

$



' +*,

8.4 Average-case analysis of the equilibria problem We
now prove Theorem 6.2. Let   &  be fixed. We first
use a reduction to the interval knapsack problems described in
Section 8.2. Each interval knapsack problem will be solved
using the algorithm
described in Section 8.3. Let  * & #'&
)(  *(  # denote
 the set of boundary points of the intervals,
with (
. For analytical purposes, we consider the





(

intervals for all pairs R! L"# + ,    !/L"
,  !/L"# 
if there exists an evaluation point "  
 

$(!  "# .
 
  !/L"  and       ! ("/ 
s.t.
Consider any !/L" with !/L"
  . Note that each ! ("
& otherwise.
is of the form  or  1  where  and  are non-negative
Observe that infeasible subsets (i.e., 
   ! L"  ) have no random variables with density functions D  and E  respectively,

" are mapped to an with T being an upper bound on all the expectations and H
influence on   . Sets  with 


" . Sets  – an upper bound on the values of all functions D  SE  . We
evaluation point with second coordinate

 ! might be mapped to evaluation points with need to modify the algorithm as follows. If for some , the
with
second coordinate in  !/  but they are explicitly filtered out sampled value ! 
 1  is negative, then our algorithm
"     ! ("  . Let  denote a set with takes into account only all intervals of the form & (" for all
by checking 
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interval ! ( "





. We assume thus that set  does not contain any
with !  & , but & L" instead. Moreover, if
we are given an interval  1 "    , then the algorithm
solves only the interval knapsack problem in intervals !  
and  1
 L" where !   4 !   , !  $1  #
and "    "   , "   # . That is, the algorithm does
not consider interval  1
   itself. Thus, our algorithm
  of the form !   1 %  ,
considers only intervals !/L"
%
%
" 
1 , where   and    & "  # , %   &  # .
Let us fix an interval ! ("   . Let  ! (" be a random
variable denoting the running time of our algorithm for the
interval knapsack problem on interval ! (" . Let  T 
.
If B
for some
2    "$# , then we use a brute
force exact algorithm with running time
 . Note, that
this part contributes an
HT to the expected running time,
since Pr  
 U Q E  % YW % H T  . In the same way the
algorithm also checks if "  " 1 !
 .
If "  " 1 !
 , and   for $   ! , then we
call the adaptive algorithm from Section 8.3. The running time
9!#"
of this algorithm is
# ) &%L'  -C/ 0 # $ 9 : ; <3< by Corollary
'
=
8.1, where
B   + *N# , and =@$ ? A      # .
Our algorithm only considers intervals ! ("
  of the
form !   1 %  , " 
1 % , where   and %    &   # ,
%   & " # . Thus, for the analysis of the expected running

"























 

'
  E   #  # % '   <  & <  #7 # ' %   <  & < 



%
So it suffices to bound E  # 5 # % '   <  & < .



O
Let + %     # C # O
  <  & < . Observe that


 -,
+ %    .+ %     and + %  &   & , and if %  & ,
&,

then + %     . Also if /
 , then + /(   & .
Observe, that the random variables ")0# have discontinuT . Also, observe
ity at value & , and E  "-
E# 
that

  in the range of values &  T  and
we can use D and D as density

21
functions for " and # .

1
& be fixed, and ( 
Let
 . Suppose first that





 
  
 
 
 
 
   
  



 
 


time of the part
# ) & %Y'  < we can assume that possible
' 3*N,
%

values of $  that may appear in ! L" are worst case fixed
numbers. This can only decrease the expectations of ! (" and
so T is still an upper bound on these expectations, and this does
not affect the H upper bound. This means that we can treat the
9!#"
two parts # ) &%Y'  < and # -/10 # $ 9: ;<3< in the running
' 3*N,
$
time independently. The expected running time over all interval
knapsack problems is by linearity of expectation bounded by:
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. We can write:

 "   454 V +  %   D  % YW % 64 V +  %     D  % SW % 


Q
Q
W /  W %    ,
By changing the variable
to /  %  , since




U@Q V + /(  D / YW /
we obtain that: E  + "   


H U Q V + /( S W /  H U Q V & #  #    <  & < W / 
 87
 
H U Q   C      & S W / 
   - 7
H UQ 9 & C      & SW /
 - 7 H U  &  C       & SW / 
 - 7
9
H U Q 9 & #   & < W /
H U   W /  H U Q 9  W /
 - 7 
9 H        -  7  H
H     1  H  1 -   1 /   7  Q9
7
H 
E 3+

Suppose now that Pr  "

E+

 ")  
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 &   &  

E+
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=@? A



%

 "(!  4

 
Lemmas 8.2, 8.3 below prove upper bounds on E  '
' 3*
9 "
and on E  -C/ 0 #  $ 9 : ; < . After applying these lemmas we can
$

obtain the following upper bound on the expected running time:
& E 
"
* '

Proof. The expectation can be upper-bounded
in the
= )*%
'
following way: E )$
 E C # ( % ' ( ,   <

1  4

0
Q

V

1 





&

. Then

E+

 "   "

 
+ %   D % SW % 
 

where D is a density function of random variable "
us observe, that for any %  & we have D % ;:0<
therefore write that:

"  

4QV +
0

Finally,
we observe that +  %  &

U QV0 E + " 
E  + " 0#   
!
!
  H   D  SW  U Q V 0 D   SW

  H E#  
E+
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) "

O

 6



&

. Let

, . We can

 %  S W %     H 
  & ,= so we have that: E 3$
 RD  Y W
U QV0 
=
  H U Q V 0 D  S W
H T 

 

L EMMA 8.2. Let 
be two given continuous
random vari% , D  ! , respectively, and L EMMA 8.3. Let " >"    >" be given non-negative,
ables with
density
functions
D
random variables with density functions D % 
let
 
& be two fixed worst-case numbers. Let H  continuous
 %
%
%
  (D % respectively. Let H  JLKNM  D  % , %
JYKM RD 
,  . "     # , T  &4 E   E   # , D
 . Define new random variables "2  = )&% 1
 & # &@?    "$# , T    E= " ) O   3,A3A3A  O 1  , and  T  .
'


 & # and $  5 # ( % ' ( ,   < . Define + %   %  -/10 =@? A ) O < < 3A3A3A  O 1 , , if %  ! % B
and #  &
1
%    %  & otherwise. Let $ C+ "   >" ,
Then, the expectation of random variable $ can be bounded and +
then we have: E  $
  -C/ 0 .
-/10 H T

 HT  .
as: E  $



  















 











 




 








   
 

  

  



Proof. Using the linearity of expectation we can write:
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